













































































































































































































































ろβσα乙`5eyθ漉 肋 んア0酬 ・0η'伽αろle　1・get　aノ・わ.
Speaker　B:And　I'm　like'yeah　RIGHT!"
30. (Woman　recounting　an　experience　in　abar):
So　this　guy　comes　up　to　me　and　is　like"Wanrra　d nce?"and　I'm　like"no
way"and　he　goes'you're　ajerk"and　I'm　like{no　words,　just　afacial
expression　ofcontempt),
All　ofthe　above　examples　can　be　considered　direct　quotations　as　like　cannot　precede　indirect
discoursc.
　　　　　　On　interviewing　several　speakers　about　why　they　used"like"as　nenquoting　device,
they　responded　that　what　they　were　quoting　was　not　retrospective　reports　ofspeech　but
rather　internal　speaker　reactions--what　t e　speaker　had　in　mind　to　say,　or　how　the　speaker
felt,　but　not　what　he　actually　said.　This　could　be　a　representation　of　the　attitudes　ofthe
person　being　quoted.　The　quotations　in　examples　29　and　30are　not　actually　direct　quotes.　In
example　30,　Speaker　B probably　did　not　really　say"no　way;"she　was　just　projecting　the
attitude　that　she　did　not　want　to　dance　with　the　person　asking　her　to　dance.　The　subj　ects　that
were　interviewed　also　stated　that　when　they　use　say　as　an　enquoting　device　they　quote　closer
to　verbatim,　whereas　they　rarely　quote　verbatim　using　like.　Using　like　to　construct　a　dialogue
and　in　direct　quotations　in　these　instances　also　makes　the　narration　more　lively　for　the
listener.
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Like　Used　to　Indicate　a　Slight　lliscrepancy　between　What　is　Said　and　What　is　Meant
　　　　　　In　the　above　examples,　like　is　used　as　an　enquoting　device　that　in　general　conveys　the
attitudes　or　impressions　ofthe　person　being　quoted　rather　than　stating　anexact　quote.
Similarly,　it　can　be　used　to　indicate　a　discrepancy　between　what　the　speaker　is　about　o　say
and　what　the　speaker　feels　ideally　should　be　said.　The　speaker　could　be　conveying　the
thought　what　Isay　is　like　what　l　mean　but　somehow　something　is　preventing　me,from
effectively　conveying　my thoughts　oyou.　This　would　seem　to　demonstrate　a　will　on　the　part
ofthe　speaker　to　convey　exactly　what　is　meant.
　　　　　　Since　there　is　a　will　to　express　oneself　clearly　and　accurately,　it　may　be　that　like　is
being　used　as　a"planning　marker"([3rown　andYule,1983)which　isaconversational　device
like"erm","uh"and"um"that　speakers　u e　in　order　to　give　themselves　time　to　formulate
exactly　what　they　are　trying　to　say.　On　a　closer　review　of　the　coffee　shop　tape-recorded
interview,　it　was　found　that　roughly　one-third　ofthe　instances　oflike　were　followed　bya
short　pause(0-1.5　seconds.)　Pause　length　cau　be　regarded　asa　function　fthe　amount　of
planning　that　he　speaker　is　putting　into　his　next　utterance.　While　giving　the　speaker　time　to
think　about　what　he　is　going　to　say,　like　may　also　be　a　sort　ofsignal　tothe　listener　to　cue　him
into　important　upcoming　information,　thus　acting　as　a　marker　for　new　information.
　　　　　　It　is　interesting　to　consider　how　the　use　oflike　came　about　for　the　use　of　a　new
information　and　focus　marker.　Underhill　hypothesizes　that　it　developed　from　like　meaning
"for　example
,"as　it　clearly　does　in　examples　31-34,　and　may　in　example　35　from　my　data:
31. (Speaker　asking　a　friend　a　question):
Ilave　you　seen　like,　Niamh　or　Janet　here?
32. (Teacher　talking　about　a　class):
Well,　it's　an　upper　level　class　where　people　only　come　in　for　t6ati　one　day.
You　know,　like　students　from　Chiba　or　Saitama.
33. Student　A:What　did　you　do　in　your　class　today?
Student　B:We　like　played　this　game　and　studied　more　vocabulary.
34. (Someone　te田ng　about　an　interesting　evening　out):
There　are　several　parts　ofthe　evening　that　are　quite　blurry...like　getting
stopped　by　the　cops　and　being　asked　about　my　papers.
35. (Overheard　discussion　in　an　elevator　concerning　Chomsky):
It　like　has　nothing　to　do　with　the　difference　between　competence　and
performance.
　　　　　　This　interpretation　of　like　as`for　example"is　particularly　suited　to　responding　toor
asking　questions　a well　as　narrating.　It　seems　to　be　a　tool　that　he　speaker　uses　to
demonstrate　his　point　more　clearly.　This　aids　the　speaker　in　responding　tothe　pressures　of
spontaneous　face-to-face　interaction.
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Conclusion
　　　　　 In　the　preceding　discussion　I　have　shown　that　he　particle　like　is　used　to(1)present
new　information,(2)focus　the　statement,(3)mark　the　focus　in　questions,(4)introduce　an
unusual　notion　or　situation,(5)introduce　a　quotand(6)indicate　　slight　discrepancy
between　what　is　said　and　what　is　meant.　These　uses　oflike　suggest　that　its　use　is　very　well
suited　to　conversation,　where　speakers　often　find　themselves　insituations　where　they　have　to
formulate　what　they　have　to　say　without　having　sufficient　time　to　plan　as　they　do　when
communicating　inthe　written　mode.　First,　he　conversational　value　is　that　is　can　be　used　as　a
space　filler　togive　time　for　the　speaker　to　properly　formulate　his　thoughts.　Second,　by
saying　that　what　follows　will　be　like　what　the　speaker　has　in　mind,　the　speaker　is　suggesting
that　some　thought　may　be　difficult　to　formulate　orhard　to　express　and　may　silently　ask　the
listener　to　attend　to　what　is　being　said.
　　　　　　As　was　stated　earlier,　like　is　very　well　suited　to　the　ongoing　pressures　of
conversational　discourse.　Thus　it　seems　that　Shaw(1987)can　sympathize　with　the
nervousness　associated　with　face-to-face　interaction,　but　it　is　inappropriate　to　label　all　those
who　use　this　lrke　as　ignorant.　Such　a　conversational　use　of　like　does　not　lend　itselfwell　to　a
static　entry　in　a　dictionary　butcan　be　an　effective　tool　used　to　construct　dialogue　and
consequently　snake　anarration　more　lively.　Like　does　have　a　very　clearly-defined　placein
convcrsahon.
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